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Migrant life on the Edges of Beijing
At 6am the urban ‘village’ of Xiao Jiahe on the NW edge of Beijing is alive with the bustle and heave of its 44000 residents launching themselves at a cold and dusty March morning. As the sun shines weakly through the smog and chases the chill away, He Zizhen fries breakfast rolls for the people who rush past her stall to Yuanmingyuan West Road and the busses that will take them to work. The village vibrates with the relentless roar of traffic and the whine of motor scooters. Next to He Zizhen’s stall Sun Peikui adjusts a young woman’s motor scooter, her 4-year-old son clings to her leg as she wields the spanners and screwdrivers that send the young woman on her way. At the public bath next-door, opposite the public toilet, Da Ziwen, her husband and young son have risen from their beds in the locker room and are busy cleaning their two shower rooms - one for men, one for women – in anticipation of bleary eyed customers in pajamas and slippers. Next door the convenience store is opening: Ren Zhangyi and Ren Ziwen have folded away their beds in the back of the shop and are making their breakfast on the gas ring beside the counter. On the opposite side of the narrow pitted road Shi Shouyun is drinking her tea in one of her hair salon chairs. She catches up on the day’s news on the television while grooming her own hair in the mirror. Her shop is next to the China Mobile shop: but that opens later. In this tiny capsule of simple, single story, concrete live-work dwellings where Beijing stretches beyond the fifth ring road, neighbors who have migrated from villages, towns and other cities to see what Beijing has to offer shout their daily greetings to each other above the din.

Meanwhile, on the NE edge of the city the ‘Capital Retreat’ development in Shunyi near Beijing’s stylish International Airport a more tranquil atmosphere prevails. Its barriers and security guards sequester its three story town houses, large detached and semi-detached houses with gardens and five story apartment buildings, which would not look out of place in a suburb of Toronto. The streets are quiet, the clubhouse, not yet open, is the only venue for collective activity. In one of the townhouses Mary rises and makes a cup of tea. These quiet moments in the morning before she wakes her daughter allow her to think about what she will do today with her reception class at the nearby exclusive British private school where she works. Her Chinese Ayi will walk Rachel to the school bus that pulls in each morning in front of the clubhouse. She prefers to cycle and arrive before the children. The logistical difficulties of being single working mum in a UK provincial town don’t trouble her life in Beijing. She looks out across the grass to the petting zoo with its ducks and sheep and watches the grounds-men sweep the paths. The silence of the morning is broken by the 7am flight from London and Mary imagines her mother on the other side of the world preparing for bed.


Abstract

This paper details two research encounters with Beijing in order to explore the connections migrants make with cities. The first is with poor internal, sometimes called ‘floating’, migrants in Xiao Jiahe on the NW edge of the city. The second is with UK migrants in the gated community ‘Capital Retreat’ on the NE edge of the city near the airport. Both locations are city gateways of different sorts. These (incommensurate) streams of migration are placed side by side in this paper, which explores migrants’ practice of mobility and the knowledge undergirding it. I argue that these ‘navigational skills’ are more appropriate to the analysis of migration than definitions based on formal educational and occupational skills, or simplified generalizations about motives, generally used by migration scholars. Comparing the two groups of migrants for their navigational skills reveals their similarities and differences: it displays the imagination and flexibility of internal migrants and the fears and difficulties of UK migrants. Navigational skills have the added advantage of revealing migrants’ relationship with the city, which the survey data on internal migrants misses. From these two close encounters I suggest that the concepts intimacy and distance, protection and exposure, provide ways thinking more systematically about the connections these migrants make with Beijing and the navigational skills underpinning them, thus demonstrating the advantages of spatially dynamic, biographical and comparative approaches to researching cities.   
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Introduction

Mass migration generates China’s fast-growing cities alongside deepening anxieties about urban sprawl, overheated real estate markets, over crowding, the challenge of providing basic amenities like power and water, land disputes and social unrest. These anxieties have focused the attention of state, provincial and municipal authorities as well as Chinese Sociologists and Demographers whose large-scale surveys provide valuable data on what are often called ‘floating’ urban migrants (Wu 2010). These surveys’ snap-shots of the big picture are useful in policy-making but they have three limitations for understanding the intricacies and intimacies of the relationships migrants form with cities. 

Firstly, surveys rarely elaborate the lives migrants’ lead. They reveal trends but conceal hopes, plans, life-trajectories, travel biographies and navigational skills. Secondly, cities are passive landscapes in these surveys rather than active agents, live built-human-fabrics, and this obscures the lived intersections of buildings and bodies that animate urban landscapes. Surveys do not tell us how migrants make and inhabit city neighborhoods as provisional sites in their own and others’ lives. The connections migrants make with cities are not empirically elaborated and thus surveys are unable to account for the ways in which city neighborhoods coproduce lives, social topographies, circumstances and opportunities. Cities, then, are stripped of their human-spatial dynamics in surveys, the ever emerging built and social processes composing them are edited out. Thirdly, floating urban migrants are presented as a discrete, if increasingly differentiated, migration stream without reference to others 2. Despite their numeric (and social) significance are they in fact so different from other migrants in Chinese cities and if so how? What is their relationship to the city and the skills with which they navigate it? And how does this compare with other migrants?

This paper addresses these deficits providing a more biographical, spatially dynamic and comparative account of the coproduction of migrant lives and urban landscape. It drills into two contrasting microcosms of migrant Beijing both on the city’s rapidly advancing edges, places where the city is extended through relentless building and urban renewal into the periurban periphery, further blurring the boundaries between the rural and the urban (Chieu 2012). These microcosms are the floating migrant village of Xiao Jiahe on the NW edge of the city beyond the fifth ring road and a gated community development in Shunyi I’ve called ‘Capital Retreat’ on the NE edge of the city near the airport, housing a high proportion of ‘foreign’ migrants. 

This comparison is not intended to suggest equivalence between migration streams, which are incommensurable in their volumes and significance in shaping the city. Beijing is estimated to have a floating population, defined in terms of non-residency (hukou) status, of over four million (Stokman, Rabe & Ruff 2012). Across urban China this amounts to the biggest peacetime movement of people in history (Murphy 2002:1), generally described as unskilled migrants who must be absorbed into cities. Foreign migrants in Beijing on the other hand are estimated at little over half a million (Brookings 2011). They are often described as skilled or even highly skilled migrants (Findlay 1995, Beaverstock 2005). Floating and foreign migrants are, however, the product of the same processes: China’s spectacular economic growth and the opportunities this furnishes. The consequences of this in displacement, enclosure and deepening social inequalities manifest themselves in Chinese cities in ways that demand more vivid elaboration than surveys offer.  

Zhang Lijies’ photographs are partly intended as illustration to help readers imagine the migrant lives lived in these Beijing peripheries. The images of demotion, placed strategically throughout the text, are also intended to pursue a theoretical point about the mutation and provisionality of urban surfaces. They remind readers that the elaborated lives of Shunyi’s gated communities are constructed on the ruins of urban villages recently occupied by poor Beijingers and rural migrants, thus also pursuing a second theoretical point about urban displacement, but in a grammar of images instead of words.
            
Framing Cities
Recent debates in City (Tonkiss 2012, McFarlane 2011, Swanton 2011) have conceptualized cities in ways that are particularly pertinent to China. From these and earlier debates cities are conceptualized for the purposes of this paper as a ‘gathering process’ of human and non-human elements, coming together in the idea of ‘assemblage’ (McFarlane 2011a: 650-3). In this understanding, cities are generated in the material and lived practices of daily life: in intersections between buildings and other infrastructures and bodies, in this case migrant bodies and the jagged mutating urban edges they animate. Without explicitly using the concept of assemblage this paper deploys the sense of it as well as its orientation towards more ethnographic (Swanton 2011, McFarlane 2011b), case study and descriptive approaches to researching cities.  The idea that cities are tentative surfaces on which people and things come together in ways that are provisional, where life itself is provisional, improvised, ‘rigged together from whatever is at hand’ (Simone 2011:356) describes Chinese cities - places of spectacular growth and social change that exceed the efforts and imaginings of urban planning - particularly well. Chinese cities, no longer centres of socialist production are key sites for multiple forms of consumption, especially housing, giving them a central place in contemporary Chinese growth strategies (Wu 2009:428, Zhu 2012). Wu and Webber (2004) note the globalization of housing markets in Beijing and the intersection of the housing demands of foreign workers and newly wealthy Chinese who share the gated communities of Shunyi.  This demands a more specific, ethnographically informed, understanding of gated communities.

This paper drills into two microcosms of Beijing; into what Simone (2011:358) calls surfaces of exposure and articulation in order to explore the calculations and navigational skills of migrants who live there and make these two city neighborhoods around the exigencies of daily life. This paper also connects to debates with broader resonance regarding tensions between profit-making and social enclosure on the one hand, and social need (Brenner et al 2011, Tonkiss 2012) on the other. It is sensitive to the importance of understanding the spatial practices of the urban poor and to thinking more imaginatively about ‘slums’ without valorizing or degrading them (Arabindoo 2011, Jones 2011). 

Framing Migration
Beijing’s estimated 4 million migrants without ‘hukou’ (Stokman, Rabe & Ruff 2012) when scaled China wide gives an estimate based on the 5th population census of 121 million (figures for 2000) migrants living beyond their place of household registration of which 90 million live in towns and cities, the majority (over 88 million) coming from rural areas (Wang 2011:47). Beijing, like Shenzhen and Shanghai, attracts migrants from towns and other cities as well as from rural areas, and retains a sizeable population of university graduates. This demarcation of rural areas, towns and cities is complicated by the reclassification of rural land as urban (giving municipal authorities rights of disposal) and the consolidation of villages into ‘rural areas’. This is a landscape of mutating boundaries and spatial classifications. Xiao Jiahe’s floating migrants are a mix of people from rural, town and urban areas.  They are highly mobile, both inside cities and between cities and the areas of their household registration: their movements connect cities and countryside.  

 The growing volumes of research on floating migrants betray high levels of anxiety about Chinese cities’ ability to absorb new citizens, implicitly acknowledging the importance of migrants’ city making, while remaining focused on discussing them as numeric data.  The term ‘floating’ implies a (stigmatized) landless and jobless drifting (Rogers 2002:151) which denies the sophistication of ex-farmers (Paik and Lee 2012). Poor internal migrants would be a less loaded term describing them. Rich and professional internal migrants are less frequently the objects of scholarly research. 
 
Koreans and Japanese are China’s key foreign migrants. Africans are drawn to the factory cities of the East, but little is written about other foreign migrants. This partly reflects their numeric and social insignificance as well as a lack of interest by scholars in the European and North American countries from which they are drawn. In these regions emigration of ‘professional’, ‘elite’ and ‘middling transnational’ migrants’ attracts little interest. Migration agendas are instead focused on immigration, exclusion and integration. What research there is on elite and professional emigration has overlooked China: Knowles and Harper (2009), Leonard (2010) and Yeoh and Willis’ (2005) work are exceptions. And few studies are concerned with how migrants actually live on landscapes of new settlement (Knowles and Harper 2009). This paper is about how foreign migrants live: particularly the intersections between bodies and buildings that fashion neighborhoods. It centres on a tiny subsection of foreign migrants: the British in Beijing, estimated at approximately 5000 (Willis 2001) 500 of which were registered with the British embassy as resident in Beijing in 2007 3. Britain is not among China’s top 10 sending countries. Thus the British in Beijing are insignificant but reveal a bigger story about the way migrants operate in cities when placed beside larger migration streams. 

Beijing
Maps of Beijing struggle to keep pace with change and the city’s master plan lags behind what is happening on the ground, making Beijing one of the most dynamic cities in the world (Stokeman, Rabe and Ruff 2012:30). According to the 6th Census Beijing’s population was just below 20 million by the end of 2010, a 44.5% growth in 10 years (China Daily 5th May 2011) fuelled by internal migration. Large-scale population growth coexists with decentralization, which increases municipal authority. The city runs its own systems of land distribution and zoning which provide the framework in which municipal authorities, officials and developers operate (Zhu 2012:249) the ‘lucrative business’ (Paik and Lee 2012:286) of commercial and residential building that fuels China’s (non-industrial) growth. This generates relentless land development and forcible expropriation, key causes of (non-elite) urban grievance. The scale of land commodification and urban population growth generates urban sprawl and further pressures the tensions between property costs and wages, most keenly felt on the city’s edges.  Xiao Jiahe and Shunyi are thus on ‘one of the world’s most dynamic fringes’ (Stokeman, Rabe and Ruff 2012:30), temporary, fragile places on the city’s extending edges. 
   
Xiao Jiahe
In the 1980s crops, chickens and duck ponds surrounded Xiao Jiahe. Between 1989 and 1994 it became part of the city, transforming the lives of the villagers who no longer farmed but housed migrants instead. Living in the ‘roof economy’ adding extra floors to their houses, subdividing rooms into 8 to 10 tiny rental units, yields rental incomes valued at 10,000 Yuan (£1000) a month today. With 4,000 ‘original’ residents and 40,000 internal migrants Xiao Jiahe struggles to absorb its new migrants. Its buildings are improvised around the way residents get by. Xiao Jiahe lives alongside the Beijing Master Plan for 2002-2020 rather than within it. Its position on the NW edge beyond the 5th ring road where the city tapers into the surrounding green belt; its road and transport connections, its proximity to Beijing’s highest concentration of IT companies (a draw for graduates), and, as we learned, the cost of living make Xia Jiahe a popular gateway to the city for poor internal migrants. 

A busy six lane highway, Yuanmingyuan West Road, cuts Xiao Jiahe into its commercially vibrant East side and its West side which at the time of our visit 4 was being demolished. The photographs in this paper illuminate the disappearing side of the village, while our research is located on the East side. The local party official directed us to the East side where the people had a ‘more positive outlook’ and where we were likely to form a more ‘positive’ picture.  Led by her to Ren Zhongyi and Ren Ziwen’s convenience store we made this the centre of our village microcosm. This extended to the main road in one direction, and to the first tiny back road to dissect at right angles the unpaved road on which the Ren’s store was located in the other. Our block captured a patch of commercial-residential and residential Xiao Jiahe in the migrants-service economy: a row of single story commercial premises where traders lived and worked, and a two- storey row of sub-divided residential properties in the roof economy. Xiao Jiahe housing is not undifferentiated. A small number of larger houses and purpose-built apartment blocks diversify the housing landscape and signal the village’s social diversity. The research revealed this in providing a (visiting) building contractor and a graduate logo-designer in addition to grocers, hairdressers, convenience store keepers, public bath providers, a restaurant owner and a jobbing demolition worker. All had moved to upgrade their circumstances: to ‘live beyond our planting’ 5 and so provide for their families opportunities that belonged to the cash economy like education and healthcare. The migrants were from different provinces – Henan, Haerbing, Anhui, Shandong – and provided glimpses of their journeys to Xiao Jiahe as well details about how they live. Interviews excavated the knowledge with which migrants navigate their routine journeys around Xiao Jiahe as well as the longer journeys that brought them here.

1. Navigational Skills
Skill is commonly deployed in migration literature to distinguish between migration streams. Skill is commonly defined to capture formal skills linked with education, training, formal knowledge and commensurate locations in labor markets and the extent to which these translate in new locations. This is a narrow conception of skill. A broader conception of skill and one more appropriate to investigating and conceptualizing the inherently mobile lives of migrants is ‘navigational skill’. In this application of skill, and drawing on Ingold (2000), skills are a compressed knowledge about the world and how to act in it. Navigation, finding a way through the world, is activated in the improvised exploratory movements in which people tackle the journeys of their everyday lives. Journeys are a better way of thinking about the movements constituting everyday life than the generic term ‘mobilities’ as I have argued elsewhere (Knowles 2011). This is because journeys foreground specifics: in routes, itineraries and travel practices. Journeys resonate with McFarlane’s (2011) concept of the spatial grammars of urban learning in which knowledge, materials and other things are aligned in the ways in which people go on.  Navigational skills are implicit, but coproduce actions and social forms in journeys: the improvised matrices of movement (Ingold 2000:220-226-7) the grounded, interactive mobile scenes on which lives are lived.  Because they connect places journeys are the very social practices that constitute urban space (Lefebvre 2000). 

Thus we can think of the journeys of migrants as constituting Beijing’s motile edges. These journeys can be divided into three in terms of temporalities and scale. First are everyday routine short haul journeys organized by the logics of everyday life: most significantly journeys between places of residence and work, friends and neighbors. Second are relocations around Beijing, which our limited investigation and bigger surveys of internal migrants suggest take place every one to three years.  And third are the long-haul journeys between the places in which migrants claim origins and ancestors and the other places where they live or have lived along the way to Xiao Jiahe and Shunyi.  

Embedded in the unstated way in which people operate in their world, navigational skills are difficult to interrogate. Knowing where and how to go are (selective) interpretations of accumulated experience. Work, a key motivator in all three scales of journeys, is a key navigational skill and one that is more accessible to researchers than others. Finding appropriate work; moving to where there is work; transporting habitual work skills to new places, adapting them to new circumstances; and learning new skills that fit better in new places form the repertoire of work navigational skills. Work skills become a navigational tool when they are deployed in personal or collective - family or village - journeys.  Sun Peikui learned to mend bicycles in the village. Although she was a farmer she learned from others in the village area of Leiching, Heibi Province and used this traditional skill to navigate her way to Beijing where she must get by without farming. 

Work navigational skills are sometimes village specialisms.  Da Ziwen, who runs the public bath with her husband, learned public bath management from friends in Luohe village in Henan Province where she too farmed. Public baths are part of rural-migrant service economies in cities. Here new rural migrants live in small spaces without the bathing facilities they had in the country.  Along with the other migrants leaving her village Da Ziwen learned the public bathroom business as a way of navigating a route out. She practiced it first in the nearest city and it took her to Jinjiam in Fujian Province, Xian City in Shanxi Province and then Beijing. She tells us about the time she had to stop working to look after her fist child:
	My husband was a worker in a public bathroom doing cleaning work and helping people to wash their backs. He did this because he can’t do another job. He doesn’t know how to do another job. My husband came back (to Luohe Village from Luohe city) every week or ten days. A friend introduced him to the public bathroom. Most people in our village are also workers in public bathrooms.  Somebody in the village found a job as a worker in a public bathroom and earned enough money for the rest of his life, so others wanted to do the same job. 

The most radical shift in work skills we found is Shi Shouyun, a farmer in Wuhu Village in Anhui Province who reinvented herself as a Beijing hairdresser. She first arrived in the city following her sister who sold crabs and took a job in Central Beijing as a maid. From this, which she later traded for waitressing, she saved the money to train in hairdressing and open her own salon. Why hairdressing? 
After my son graduated I thought he needed a skill. I decided he needed to learn a skill in hairstyling. I thought he had no interest in other things. But actually he didn’t like it so eventually I did it instead of my son. 
I learned haircutting with my son because I felt my son would break his study so he needed to enjoy the lesson. So together we learned hairdressing, so that one day he can look after me. 
The skill of haircutting is easy for me. Easier than other skills for example, making clothes. You can do these things well. It is easy. After learning for one year I opened a shop. In 2008 I went first to a big shop to practice for one month then opened my own shop.

Navigating this route to Beijing Shi Shouyun left her husband who found he could not adapt to city life in their village where she last saw him three years ago. She has radically changed her appearance. No longer dressed for farming, today she wears modern, young, fashionable and attractive clothes. Her hair is skillfully cut and colored and she looks much younger than her fifty years.

Migrants sometimes lean on others’ navigational skills. ‘Chains’ of migrants make their way and help others with jobs, accommodation and contacts in the city. Knowledge about how to navigate pathways to the city and the interpersonal politics of offering and accepting this type of practical support, circulate in ways that remain to be understood. But making appropriate personal connections are also navigational skills. Families, and sometimes, entire villages have a lead migrant who navigates, easing the journey for others. A small round demolition worker who was made redundant from a state railway company told us how he followed his wife:
	My wife came to Beijing 4 years ago… She wanted to find a job in 	Beijing because she retired at that time and had no work so she came 	to Beijing. She came to Xiang Baiqi (where they live nearby). She knows 	a lot of people there from our original city (Qiqiher) so she came 	there. I came because my wife came, but I prefer Qiqihaer City to 	Beijing. I am still young (50) and can still 	work, but there is no work 	there.

Grown children were as likely as a spouse to lead migrant journeys. Developing work navigational skills and knowing how to work through the navigational skills of proximate others describe some of the ways migrants in our capsule navigated their way to Beijing. 

Work and personal connections take migrants to Beijing, and then around the city in the effort of keeping regular work and finding suitable places to live. Work and accommodation-finding and forming reliable connections, are thus vital navigational skills. There is, of course, more to navigation than this but these skills describe migrants’ relationship to the city, which is shaped by the daily necessities of earning money and securing affordable accommodation, and so reveal their understanding of the city. 
 

2. Relationship to the City

The photographs in this paper animate the relationship between Xiao Jiahe’s internal migrants and city building. They understand Beijing through the constant tearing down and remaking with which they live on intimate of terms. Shi Shouyun the hairdresser’s story exemplifies this and the periodic journeys around the city inaugurated by it. 
	I worked in some people’s house cleaning and washing and caring for 	the baby. That was in Bai Masi, this is near Xidan. After I worked in 	Xidan my son graduated from high school and came to Beijing with 	me. With my son we learned hairdressing together and then after a 	year I opened this shop… my son … went to Guanzhou Province to 	take another job but I stayed in Beijing with my daughter and I opened 	this shop by myself. Not this shop. My first shop was in Hai Dian (2004). 	This area has been demolishes. The building destroyed and 	reconstructed so I moved shop 4 times. From Hai Dian to Bai Tasi 	and then Yi HeYuan and then this place. These places needed to be 	reconstructed. Every time the building was destroyed 	and rebuilt 	
	This was needed to build subway line 4 at Yi HeYuan (where she lived in 	2006). This place (Xiao Jiahe) is near Yi HeYuan and my friends and I 	moved to this village together. We all decided to move to this place. 	100 households moved together 	from YiHeYuan, all friends and their 	family from Anhui.

This displays Shi Shouyun’s understanding of Beijing and how this shapes the way in which she and other internal migrants live. Older residential districts are demolished making way for new ones and new urban infrastructure like metro lines and expressways. She understands that this prompts new journeys around the city. Her relationship to Beijing is as motile and fragile as the city itself.   

Why Xiao Jiahe? Shi Shouyun’s response reveals her knowledge of how the city works from her vantage point. Asked if she could open a hairdressing salon in one of the central districts of Beijing she says ‘no’, that people who live in those areas would not use her salon, her salon is for internal migrants. Thus she acknowledges her relationship to the city from the double periphery of its edges and the migrant service economy. She goes on to elaborate why she and her friends chose Xiao Jiahe.   
	Because the rent is low and there are many migrants here and this is 	good for the shop. It is better to be among migrants in Beijing than 	among original residents. In this place I can earn more money and 	have better life conditions than before but on the other hand I can’t 	see my family so often. I miss them when I stay in this place…
	There is a lot of pressure because prices are higher now. And 	especially housing. The rent is increasing. When I first got here in 2008 	the rent was 1000 Yuan and now its 1400 Yuan. The rent is still 	increasing. That is why I feel the pressure. All prices are increasing now 	and need (demand) becomes hotter and hotter. More and more 	people need to rent housing. There are a certain number of houses. 	And more and more people need them. That is why the price rises. 	There are other pressures too.  My children are not living with me… And 	I want everything to go right and the children 	are not with me. My 	son and his children live in Jiangsu – far from Beijing. 

Shi Shouyun here reveals the calculations underpinning her connection to the city. First is her longing to be near her children (especially her son) and the impossibility of this given the organization of life and work in contemporary China, which fragments families. Secondly, she reveals her grasp of urban political economy. She understands the tension between the price of rents and other daily necessities on the one hand and the profit margins of migrant service-sector businesses (or wages from casual employment) on the other. It is, of course, the disposable incomes of marginally and casually employed migrants that shape other migrants’ profit margins. Via rents migrants are connected to the logics of accumulation from city property development, and their knowledge of how this works keeps them one step ahead of the bulldozers as the cheapest place to live. Putting together an improvised life in Beijing is increasingly difficult and achieved through great resilience. As Campenella  (2006:141) suggests, urban resilience is a ‘function of resilient and resourceful citizens’. The poor internal migrants of Xiao Jiahe have intimate knowledge of the ways in which Beijing works and they use this to navigate their lives. Thus they secure footings in a difficult city environment from which to improve their circumstances. Xiao Jiahe is set beside the other places where they might live both inside the city and in other parts of China.   

Our tiny study reveals limited but important information. Surveys reveal high levels of internal migrant mobility: 20% move up to ten times around the city and most live no more than 10 minutes from work (Wu 2010:17-8).  But they don’t really tell us why; they don’t draw the details of these moves (how), the logics driving them or the navigational skills through which they are accomplished. Although Wu (2010:21) is concerned that: ‘…  most migrants in Chinese cities are drifting in the bottom layer of urban society and getting stuck there’ Wu’s survey concludes that migrants have failed to invest in the city and consolidate their bridge heading activities. Our investigations show that far from failure, internal migrants have a sophisticated grasp of what the city is and can be as well as how to navigate it.   

Shunyi 

Shunyi, on the NE edge of Beijing, belongs to a radically different city edge. In contrast to the vernacular building of Xiao Jiahe, Shunyi’s ordered gated developments resemble the suburbs of the Global North. They are stratified by price and assume varied building styles. Classy modern detached houses echoing the traditional soft grey colors and angled roofs of the city’s (mostly demolished) traditional courtyard hutongs occupy the high end along with large North American styled detached houses. These have manicured gardens and plush clubhouses with bars, restaurants, function rooms, sports facilities and swimming pools. A scaled down version of this forms the middle market and describes Capital Retreat.  

The Shunyi developments stand on ex-farmland and demolished villages like Xiao Jiahe. Wu (2009:427) suggests developments like these house the ‘simply rich’ owners of private businesses, ex-cadres who made their fortunes in privatization and the Chinese service class of the multi-nationals. Residents have substituted the social relationships of (Socialism’s) courtyard life and the integration of work and dwelling for the new privacies of gated developments. Herein lies their appeal. ‘Ironically these [Western] alien styles are created mostly for those who have no experience overseas’ (Wu 2009:427). Thus it is in these areas on the urban fringe that the city absorbs the newly rich. It facilitates their consumption of housing, leisure facilities in golf courses and clubhouses, upscale dining and shopping malls. These affluent suburban lifestyles are familiar to foreign migrants. 

Capital Retreat is conveniently close to (private) British and International Schools: its location, the diversity of housing and its middle price range make it popular with teachers, pilots and flight attendants. Rents range from £800 to £3000 a month. Teachers get a £1000 a month housing allowance: heads and deputies get more and live in better compounds. Capital Retreat’s first units were built in 1999 and it now has a slightly run-down feel. Many of the houses are being refurbished, the brown-tinged lawns need more water and the shabby clubhouse needs a refit. It has a play area for young children, with sheep, a pheasant and ducks in a fenced area nearby, a giant satellite dish brings TV stations form all parts of the world. Its high proportion of foreigners – more than half of the residents of 800 units - gives it a temporary feel, materialized in the packing cases visible at some of the windows. This is a city-gateway conveniently near the airport for foreign migrants. The summer, following the school year, is changeover time: new families arrive and others leave.  In sharp contrast to Xiao Jiahe Capital Retreat’s (private-public) communal spaces are mostly empty.  A woman walks her dog; builders are renovating one of the bigger semi-detached houses. When the school buses arrive there is a flurry of children in uniforms and their mothers and Ayis. But this dies down as they disappear into their houses, or to the club for ballet or swimming lesson. The clubhouse looks equally under used. The Property Management Company that manages the rental of the housing units for their owners runs the main desk. Little improvisation is visible in Capital Retreat: unlike Xiao Jiahe where life is rigged together everything here is carefully ordered and regulated. 

Capital Retreat, like the other developments composing Shunyi, is a ‘gated community’. A discussion of what this might mean in Beijing frames and extends the discussion of UK migrants’ navigational skills that follows.  Gated communities are widely understood as walled or fenced housing developments to which public access is restricted by physical barriers, guards and security cameras and in which residents are contractually committed to common codes of conduct. Most significantly they implement social exclusion and urban segregation (Low 2003:11-13, Atkinson and Blundy 2006:vii, Low 2003:12) through various forms of securitization.  They are widely associated with fear and demands for security in an uncertain, or, as we will see in the case of UK migrants, an indecipherable world. Bauman’s (2001) thoughts on gated communities are useful if somewhat generalized and unplaced. Rightly skeptical of ‘community’ as a longing for something that is no longer available, Bauman (2001:51) suggests they are about the ‘secession of the successful’ prompted by fear at a time of uncertainty and social arrangements in which, the ‘messiness of real intimacy’ (p5) is replaced by ‘superficial’ and transient ‘aesthetic communities’ (p71). Amit and rapport (2002) offer a more nuanced account of community, and, as we will see, specific places and people generate their own versions of gatedness. 

In Capital Retreat foreign migrants and newly wealthy Chinese are gated-neighbors. Both benefit from the translocal commodification of housing enticing multi-national corporations to supply high-end living space in the city (Wu and Webber 2004). But each has navigated their way to these developments through different routes and life-and-housing experiences. We are warned by Chinese scholars to take account of the specifics of gating in Chinese cities both in terms of the social forms it co-curates and its meaning to Chinese residents.  Pow (2009:9) argues that gating produces an emerging middle class through newly available opportunities in the consumption of privileged lifestyles, privacy and private property, visibly articulated in spatial terms. The spatialization of class formation in a rising tide of social inequalities avoids the jealousies and troubles that proximity presents (Wu 2009:60). The ‘moral geographies of fear and pollution’ ‘securing the civilized moral enclaves to keep out the disenfranchised masses of urban poor and migrant workers’ both locked in aspiration, and locked out of their neighborhoods those whose villages were razed when gated communities were built (Pow 2009:31,9,5). Thus rich and poor Chinese are reconnected in the new logics of gated development. Foreigners, on the other hand, have a slightly different relationship to gating as the discussion of their navigational skills following reveals. 

1. Navigational Skills
Work skills are a key navigational device among the British migrants in Capital Retreat too. But unlike internal migrants they rarely need to develop new ones. They work as teachers in the UK and they do the same when they move to Beijing. Demand for (private) British and International Education is brisk:  Dulwich College, Harrow and the other brands have Shunyi campuses. Teachers teach the same subjects in Beijing as in the UK, and because the British schools follow the UK national curriculum and the students sit the same exams, British teachers do not need to learn a new language, system or subject, only a new school in a new place. This contrasts with the occupational reconfigurations of internal migrants.

The teachers in our capsule had options in a number of places and many had ‘shopped’ globally and worked in other international contexts, making their move to Beijing one among many routes they could have taken. Sonia (28) for example didn’t get the job in Thailand to which she was drawn because she had a friend there, and she turned down Dubai because it would be difficult for a young single woman. She got the job in Beijing when she was on a speculative visit to a friend in Shanghai.  Sonia shares the importance of friends but not family in navigating her new life with internal migrants. Friends were less important for Megan (trailing spouse) and Roger (lead migrant and teacher) but they moved to Beijing together eleven years ago. Megan says:  
	So we applied for, I think, six different places – Japan, Thailand, Hong 	Kong, Beijing, another place, maybe it was Taiwan, I’m not sure - but it 	was like six and we waited and waited and we’d just got the one back 
	from Beijing…  
Beijing is one of a number of places where British teacher migrants might live: they display diffidence to place.  Opportunities are opened to them through formal labor markets and job application processes in which qualifications count more than connections. 

British migrants in Shunyi also navigate routes that will upgrade their circumstances. Sonia who was the first in her family to go to university struggled and succeeded in becoming a teacher. She decided to  ‘move international’ when: ‘ … I was made redundant in the UK. That was the final straw. …’. Jessica was in an equally precarious situation.  
	I was working in a school in Stockport in England, and it was a small 	(private) girls' school; it had financial difficulties… Anyway, I had just 	been made … deputy head …  Then over the summer holidays I got a 	phone call from the Head saying we're about to pull the plug, we've 	got to close down. So it was a shock. I was happy there; I had two 	small children, …the bank decided we had to close down … an awful 	experience. …I just thought at that point, right, do you know what, I've 	had enough. I was getting out …  I was going to go and be a florist. … 	Months before I'd registered on a few websites because I'd always 	been interested in going to work internationally, but when the kids had 	come along and I was a single mum, I thought, never going to 	happen. And then out of 	the blue I got an email from the previous 	Head here, would I be interested in a job? … So I talked to my mum 	about it and she was going, do you think you should? And I was going, 	well, two schools of 	thought; I don't go and I never know, or I go, I hate 	it, I'm back in a year. And now I've been here six years. 

Megan and Rogers’ dissatisfaction with the UK was more generic. ‘ We were a bit fed up with everything really, with England, and it’s into the winter and it’s always grey, and Roger came up with the bright idea of going... you know, let’s go abroad (Megan). Such attitudes – push factors leavened by a ‘lets see how it goes’ approach - are common among would be migrants, an attitude, which, perhaps, describes most migrants with viable return options.

Perhaps because their jobs in Beijing are with large well resourced organizations, (the corporate model) perhaps because they feel that Beijing schools need their skills, or perhaps because they feel that as expats arriving in a new place they are entitled to help with the city’s unfamiliarity: these migrants have expectations of support in navigating their arrival that are rarely met. 
 	Stepping off the plane I was hoping there would be somebody there. 	There was no body there from the school I was met by a Chinese 	person who did speak English. … I was given a duplex flat…really nice. 	The flat was really big and gorgeous… I had no Internet access… 	Those 	first 2 days… were a bit…  unsettling…  Sonia.

Sonia admits she found Beijing intimidating. 
	Beijing’s very segregated… You can be in taxi for half an hour getting 	where you want…. So moving here was a big thing, moving alone I 	didn’t know anyone in Beijing. Because the school had finished I had 	very little contact with people from school. So I arrived here to find an 	agent for my house. I bumped into Jessica in the management 	office…(she) took me out and showed me the local area…. So many 	expats but it took me a good month to be able to say OK I will 	head into town on my own now. And the language as well, is a 	massive thing. I’m not learning Chinese but I have picked up quite 	a 	lot, I know how to do taxis and things. More than some people 	who have been here longer… I really like being here. It is so 	different…. I managed to fit in quite well bizarrely… I still have 	wobbles… 
She navigates the city infrequently by taxi in rudimentary Chinese. It is possible to live in Shunyi without engaging with the city and British migrants differ widely on the extent to which they live along these more restricted routes.  Their navigational skills co-produce their relationship with the city.

2. Relationship to the City
The British residents of Capital Retreat are ambivalent. It’s an easy and convenient place to live as Jessica tells us: 
	Marks & Spencer are delivering. More companies are delivering here. 	The range of foods that we can get is increasing…  There's a Jenny Lou 	supermarket and things, so you can just about live as you probably 	would in the UK, but it's different, it's more interesting. There's always a 	novelty value; you can walk down the street and I can guarantee 	you'll see something you've never seen before happening, or you don't 	understand. Usually by the time I've got home from work the kids are 	fed, but at the weekends, it's a case of, right, mummy's going to cook, 	and it's ‘yay’ because that's a novelty for them... We moved to a 	different house, on the ground floor… they're nice apartments… and 	you feel safe; I feel safe with the boys here in a way that I don't in the 	UK or anywhere else. When I walk into a restaurant, I can take the boys 	out at night to a restaurant and it's not an issue. I can walk into my 	local supermarket; I go in with a trolley and they just go off and I've no 	fear that anyone's going touch them, that they're going to run away, 	or anything. So I feel really secure with them here … But just living in this 	area where there are Westernized compounds, we've got all the 	McDonalds everywhere, … we have the Mrs. Field's cookies, we've got 	the Let’s Burger, we've got the ex-pat supermarkets, we've got the 	Western doctors that have all come in…. So essentially, I could just live 	in this area perfectly happily, never having to go outside of the bubble 	into what is real China. I do obviously, occasionally, but I would always 	retreat back in here. 
 
Jessica and the others know that Capital Retreat is not the real Beijing-deal. They know that they live at a distance from the Chinese fabric of the city. A distance that exceeds the 10 km or so they must travel to the center of Beijing. They understand that they are separated from the city by a world of social and cultural distances they find it impossible to breach.  Jessica says:
	It's not real life because I will never be Chinese. I would never actually 	be accepted necessarily into the Chinese community, I would always 	be an oddity: I'm a Westerner I'm a foreigner…
	So it isn't real. It's a version, I suppose, of life in China. But I don't 	necessarily think that's a negative thing, because, like I said, there's 	plenty of Chinese people within that bubble who have either been 	abroad or are Chinese that want that Western influence. But that's why 	it's called a bubble… I quite often venture out. To be honest with you, 	when working, I stay out this way, but I do go out. I was down in town 	yesterday, was it yesterday or the day before? …  I was down at 	Sanlitun. I drive… If I don't know where I'm going because I can't read 	the signs, there's certain places if I’m not sure how to get to, I'll drive to 	a certain place then get a cab. But places like Sanlitun, which I 	suppose is the Embassy district, and that has the big flagship stores and 	stuff like that, I usually drive there. Mostly, I just drive around here, but 	occasionally, and I have got lost doing this before, it's nice in spring 	and summer, I can drive up... If I just go this way for about 40 minutes or 	so, you're into the mountains… Certainly, learning to drive liberated 	me… I look at the buses and they're rammed full with a 1000 people, 	and you get scared. You're just very conspicuous, and people look at 	you… It's not for me. But as far as taxis go, I generally wouldn't use one 	of the licensed cabs. Around here you get lots of private drivers; …  I 	just call and say can you pick me up at xyz, and they'll pick you up.

Megan and Roger employ interlocutors who mediate their relationship with the things that must be done in Chinese, and the things in their household they do not want to do for themselves. 
	We’ve got an Ayi that we’ve had for ten years and she’s amazing.  	She speaks English, so she does everything.  She phones up and does 	all the ordering and sorts out everything.  I mean she comes with us 	when we do the shopping and everything, so that’s good.  And we’ve 	got her husband that works for us.  He builds all the animal houses and 	does all the odd jobs in the house, looks after the dogs, and we’ve got 	her sister that does all the cleaning.  So it’s all very good…  She does 	the kitchen, because I do nothing.  I’m incredibly lazy.  I hate 	housework so I don’t even wash the dishes… I do nothing in the house.  	Ayi cleans the kitchen and she makes the dogs’ meals and she makes 	the lunch for the four of us in the morning and her sister – we call her 	Nana – in the afternoon she does the housework… If I’m going 	somewhere strange then I get Ayi to write it in Chinese …   
	Megan



Conclusion

This paper has unpacked small elements in the social and material/built fabrics of two tiny capsules in neighborhoods on the edge of Beijing. Evidently the same logics of accumulation sustain radically different city neighborhoods and migrant lives. The benefits of close encounters, even on such a small scale are, I think, demonstrated. The broader definition of skills in this paper, linked, not just with work but with the work-navigational capacities that propel migrants from one place to another, and through this this allow us to understand migrants’ relationship with the city, is justified by what is revealed about migrants’ strategies and the connections they make with cities.  Thinking about this a bit further I return to the question posed at the beginning, which asked whether poor internal migrants are so different from foreign migrants and if so how. 

Similarities and differences are usefully gathered around the central point of this paper, which is to show that navigational skill provides a way of discussing incommensurable migration streams. Both streams are skilled migrants, in the sense in which I have developed the notion of skill in this paper from Ingold’s (2000) idea that skill is compressed knowledge about the world and how to navigate it. The idea that any migrant is unskilled is unsupportable – the question is what skills do they demonstrate in navigating their journeys; how do they deploy their skill in securing footings in a fast-changing city; what kinds of resourcefulness do they demonstrate in navigating daily, city-wide and long haul journeys. 

The long haul navigational skills of each stream have led them to contrasting places. These places become platforms for further daily, city and long haul journeys. If, as the poor and rural migrants who lived in Shunyi discovered, they ended up in the same places, circumstances favor the developers and the beneficiaries of the gated community without redress. The spaces migrants find in the city both inaugurate new journeys and deepen learning and knowledge of the city and how to maneuver in it. This dynamic coproduces more than just a relationship to contrasting places: it steers their relationship with the city more broadly. What follows considers the navigation skills and relationship with Beijing displayed by the two migrant microcosms and is intended to shed light on the question of how the two streams of migration compare. 

The long haul navigational skills of internal migrants are honed around complex routes that take them from farms and villages to small towns, and, sometimes, other cities before Beijing.  Navigating these routes requires learning new ways of daily living: the skills that sustain rural life, knowledge of crops and planting, harvesting and food storage against drought and shortage, do not transfer into urban contexts. Internal migrants must navigate their path to the city by learning new ways of living based on waged labor. The internal migrants in our capsule had made these adjustments: farmers reinvent themselves as hairdressers, shopkeepers, and public bath owners. What is striking about these navigations is their collective element. Extended families and, sometimes, whole villages travel in carefully orchestrated sequences exchanging knowledge and skills along the way: knowing between them how to go and where to stay and how to get a job on arrival. Implicit in these moves is a deep, unfolding knowledge based on learning how the city works from a particular vantage point.  

The long-haul navigational skills of UK migrants are honed along transnational routes that present them with an array of potential destinations about which they demonstrate little knowledge and interest. The prospect of alternate locations translates into anticipation about what Beijing will deliver rather than researching alternate destinations.  The point of their journey is to embark upon it, to leave (the UK); arrivals are often left to circumstances. Compounding this distance from place of arrival the migrant does not arrange the details of their journey. These are arranged by the school or employer; the airline or travel agent; the agent who arranges accommodation at Capital Retreat; the person who meets them at the airport and whom they anticipate will speak to them in English. Others navigate key elements of the journey leaving the migrant to evaluate how well it was executed on her behalf. They do not expect to learn new work skills. On the contrary they expect to continue practicing their existing repertoire with minor variation: they are thus the experts and adjustment is expected of others. These navigations are stripped of the skills they might enhance in minimizing change and new learning.    
 
These neighborhood and city scales of internal migrant navigation are learned through the minutiae of daily interactions between bodies and bricks. Internal migrants live on intimate terms with the emerging city: their bodies touch its material fabrics at many points. Their neighborhood is rigged together around the ways in which they live it, the ways in which they sustain themselves in a macro context of spiraling costs driven by the commodification of land and the pressures of a rising population brought by further migration. The migrants in Xiao Jiahe literally live in the rubble. They run businesses next to rubble. In one case they shovel rubble and move it to other places. They are moved around by the demolition of their neighborhood and find new ones, which will in time also be demolished as Beijing mutates into what it might in the future be. These migrants live on the margins of survival and at the margins of the city in multiple ways. They live in the margins between minimal wages rising rents and the profits they can squeeze from the migrant service economy. They live and work in the fabrics of the same tiny spaces, in close proximity with their neighbors, depending on common facilities like showers. This involves developing the right kinds of consociation, visceral kinds of new learning, constantly figuring out new ways of being and getting by in a rapidly mutating city. Their relationship to the city is composing through complex and multivariate layers of intimacy.

The neighborhood and city scales of UK migrant navigation are also outsourced.  Locals drive them places, clean their houses, cook for them, look after their children, deal with utility companies and officials on their behalf and write things for them in Chinese. In being so served they minimize everyday encounters with local people, apart from those they have domesticated, and with the city itself, thus reducing opportunities to learn how to navigate this new city in all but the most basic terms. This limitation is, of course, deepened by living in a gated community on the edge of the city. Their housing development – as we learned - provides the familiar comforts of food, restaurants and consociation other UK and foreign migrants in one enclosed and carefully regulated space. Although affluent Chinese also live in these compounds the UK migrants’ social networks are focused on each other as sources of company, support and learning. While they might share with their Chinese neighbors relief at the exclusion of the urban poor, migrants require another kind of sequestration based on culture, race and ethnicity and, most significantly, the social practices these categories ground. Gating distances them from the Chinese and the Chinese habits they find most difficult. 

While internal migrants live in the rubble, UK migrants describe themselves as living in a bubble. Their relationship to Beijing, to living in China, is distant and protected in contrast to the intimate terms on which internal migrants live with their city: mediated by the familiarities inside the gate. They can live in what they regard an exciting, exotic city while minimizing their navigation of its difficulties: they edit Beijing tailoring it around their requirements. They can be both adventurous migrants and be at home in familiar surroundings. This is what Jess means when she refers to the bubble acknowledging that is not the real Beijing deal but a restricted set of routes and stopping places in the city. They can navigate the city using many of the skills they arrived with and not trouble to learn new ones: in this enterprise they support each other sharing knowledge and understanding that underwrites rather than broadens this approach. This is particularly apparent when it comes to language. These migrants learn to navigate by keeping things familiar and by avoiding learning Chinese to anything other than a greeting level, learning enough to deal with casual encounters and taxi drivers. Their relationship to the city is about distance.   

UK migrants don’t feel the rise and fall of the city’s buildings with quite the same immediacy as internal migrants. They are less exposed to its precarities. The forms of resilience they need to live in Beijing are less finely drawn because of the distance at which they live from the city’s rapidly mutating human and built fabrics and the logics of accumulation that shape them. Security guards protect their neighborhoods. They live sequestered in forms of comfortable enclosure. The bodies and possessions internal migrants, on the other hand, are constantly being moved from the path of the bulldozers that move through their neighborhoods. What emerges from this small investigation of migration through navigational skills is that internal migrants have superior skills in city life as well as a distinctive relationship to the city – immediacy and exposure – instead of the distance and protection that characterizes the relationship between UK migrants and Beijing. 

Endnotes
1.	The research on which this paper is based was funded by the British Academy. All names have been changed to protect informants’ anonymity. 
2.	 When they are compared it is with other rural to urban migrants in the Global South.  
3.	This part of the research began in 2007 when I surveyed the British population of Beijing registered with the British Embassy. At that time they numbered 500. 
4.	I use the plural here because I could not have done this research without the young Sociologists/interpreters from one of Beijing’s leading universities who accompanied me to Xiao Jiahe and helped immeasurably with this research. I thank them and the professor whose generosity and contacts made this research possible.  
5.	This quote comes from an earlier investigation of rural to urban factory workers in plastic factories in Fuzhou. 
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